Physiological thiol compounds exert pro- and anti-oxidant effects, respectively, on iron- and copper-dependent oxidation of human low-density lipoprotein.
The effects of thiol compounds on oxidation of human low-density lipoprotein (LDL, 0.2 mg of protein/ml) by Cu2+ or Fe3+ (10 microM, each) were investigated in an in vitro system. L-Cysteine (CYS, 25 microM-1 mM) inhibited Cu2+-dependent, but facilitated Fe3+-dependent, oxidation of LDL in a dose-dependent manner. D,L-Homocysteine (HCY, 1 mM) and glutathione (GSH, 1 mM) similarly inhibited Cu2+-dependent, while facilitating Fe3+-dependent, oxidation of LDL. However, the effectiveness of these thiols (CYS, HCY, and GSH; 1 mM each) at mediating either Cu(2+)- or Fe3+-dependent LDL oxidation was not equivalent. Thus, Cu2+-dependent oxidation of LDL was most effectively inhibited by GSH, an intermediate effect was observed with HCY, and CYS was least effective. In contrast, a reversal of this pattern was observed for facilitation of Fe3+-dependent oxidation of LDL, with CYS being most effective and GSH being least effective. Interestingly, although the disulfides cystine and homocystine (0.5 mM, each) were without effect on either Cu(2+)- or Fe3+-dependent LDL oxidation, both glutathione disulfide (GSSG, 0.5 mM) and methionine (1 mM), an S-methylated derivative of HCY, inhibited Cu2+-dependent oxidation of LDL. However, neither GSSG nor methionine had any effect on Fe3+-dependent oxidation of LDL. Thus, while a free (reduced) thiol group is important for stimulation of Fe3+-dependent oxidation of LDL by CYS, HCY, and GSH, inhibition of Cu2+-dependent oxidation of LDL by these compounds seems to be thiol-independent. Our results show that thiol compounds differentially mediate Cu(2+)- and Fe3+-dependent LDL oxidation, an important early event in atherogenesis. Mediation of metal ion-dependent LDL oxidation by thiol compounds may have important implications for the etiology of atherosclerosis and may help explain the recent epidemiologic observation that plasma HCY concentration is an independent risk factor for cardiovascular disease.